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THINGS THAT GO: MATERIAL LIST
MY EARLY HOMESCHOOL

Cardstock/Colored Paper (Yellow, Black, Blue, Brown)

Sticky notes

Playdough

Chalk

Spray bottle

Plastic cups

Straws

Shells

Painters tape

Toy cars & trains

Paper plate

Single hole puncher

Shaving cream

Glue

Counters (eg: popsicle sticks/pebbles/pompoms,etc)
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TRAINS: DAY 1
MY EARLY HOMESCHOOL

LITERACY MATH

SENSORY/ART GROSS MOTOR/SONG

CHARACTER COUNTS

NUMBER TRAINRAILCAR SIGHT WORDS

PLAYDOUGH TRACKS

Provide play dough and train cars 

Roll out the play dough and move trains

along it and observe the prints

Expand activity: invite child to roll out/cut

play dough to form rail tracks

Use cardstock rectangles to form a train and

write sight words on each rail car and tape it

on the wall

Write a matching sets of words on sticky

notes and let your child place them on its

matching rail car

Discuss 'Patience' this week

What does it mean?

How can we work on patience this week?  How can we cultivate patience instead

of throwing a tantrum?

CHOO CHOO

Form train tracks using chalk or painters

tape

Pretend to be on a train and follow the

tracks!

Check out this train movement song to

enhance the activity!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=iIvhqBwqH6Y
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Precut the engine and rectangular railcars

using cardstock

Based on a number sequence your child is

working on (eg: skip counting, 1-10, 10-20),

write a number on each railcar 

Build the train by arranging the rail cars in

order

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iIvhqBwqH6Y


BOATS: DAY 2
MY EARLY HOMESCHOOL

LITERACY MATH

SENSORY/ART GROSS MOTOR/SONG

SPRAY THE WORD SAIL MATCH

Draw counting dots on plastic cups

Write a matching set of numerals on

triangle cutouts and tape them onto

straws

Let your child count the dots and place

the correct sail in the cup

WATER SENSORY PLAY

Fill a sensory bin with shells and water 

Provide transferring tools and encourage

free exploration

OBSTACLE COURSE
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If the weather is nice, feel free to do this

activity outdoors!

Write pairs of word families using chalk

Call out a word blend for your child to find (eg: -

at, -ot)

Let your child find the two words containing the

blend and "wash them away" with a spray bottle

Create an obstacle course at home

-Balance over a pillow trail

-Crawl through a tunnel

- Jump over obstacles

- Shoot a ball into a hoop/bucket

Hide a variety of objects and invite your child to find them 

Fill a  bin with water and chart out which objects sink and which objects float

Explore what causes an object to sink or float

Halfway point, invite your child to guess whether the object would sink or float

STEM



CARS: DAY 3
MY EARLY HOMESCHOOL

LITERACY MATH

SENSORY/ART GROSS MOTOR/SONG

PARKING LOT SHAPES

MUDDY TRACKS

Dip cars into brown paint and drive all

over butcher paper

Create muddy tracks!

Cut out a red circle and a green circle out of

construction paper

Hold up the red circle and shout "RED

LIGHT" to stop, and "GREEN LIGHT" to run!

RED LIGHT,GREEN LIGHT

Practice looking left and right before crossing the street!

LETTER DRIVE
Introduce 2-3 new sight words today and write

them in large print

Read each words and form sentences with them

Let your child use a toy car to drive over each

word

Then, use letter magnets to build them

Draw a parking lot on a large sheet of paper with

a shape in each spot

Stick shape cutouts onto cars

Drive each car into its matching parking lot 

Practice shape recognition

If your child has mastered 2D shapes,  let's

practice 3D shapes!

HOME APPLICATIONS
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BUSES: DAY 4
MY EARLY HOMESCHOOL

LITERACY MATH

SENSORY/ART GROSS MOTOR/SONG

WHEEL ADDITION

BUS CRAFT

Provide half a paper plate, black circle

cutouts, and crayons

Invite child to create a bus!

Invite your child to draw friends riding the

bus with them

Review the long and short sounds of vowels

Speak a word containing a vowel and ask your

child to listen for a long or short sound

If the word contains a long sound (eg: A in

Acorn), punch a hole on the bus

If the word has a short sound (eg: A in

Astronaut) do nothing

BUS SOUNDS

Sing "The Wheels on the Bus" and do

the movement activity

THE WHEELS ON THE BUS
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Prepare bus cutouts with simple equations on

them

Write the answers on sets of precut wheels

Let your child use counters to find the sum

and place the correct set of wheels under the

bus

Line up chairs in a row behind the driver's seat

Let your child use their favorite stuffed animals or friends as passengers

"Drive" the bus around town singing "The Wheels on the Bus"

BUS RIDE

DRAMATIC PLAY



AIRPLANES: DAY 5
MY EARLY HOMESCHOOL

LITERACY MATH

SENSORY/ART GROSS MOTOR/SONG

FAMILY FUN IDEA

PUFFY CLOUD PAINTING

Mix some glue and shaving cream

Make some puffy art by painting mixture

onto blue cardstock!

Lie down under the clouds and let your imagination run wild!

See what images the clouds form in the sky!

CLOUD JUMP

Draw clouds and letters on the ground

using chalk

Let your child spell out their first and last

names by hopping on the cloud letters

Expand activity by calling out CVC words

for your child to build (eg: c-at, -s-at)

Roll a play tunnel/push toy/roll himself

"Roll, roll, roll, roll andddd.....FREEZE"

When you say FREEZE, they stop

Practice listening skills with repetition 

ROLL AND FREEZE

PAPER PLANE NUMBERS

Fold small paper planes and write

numbers on each plane

Invite child to find a number and fly the

plane across the room

Include challenging double digit

numbers
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